
Real Cyber Security Horror Stories



55%+ small businesses suffered 

a cyber attack (average 
impact over $950K) 

60%+ small businesses go under 

within six months after a 
cyberattack! 

Why?
Most SMBs do not detect and block many cyber attacks because most exploits evade
traditional intrusion detection systems and antivirus solutions.



R. T. Jones failed to establish 
the required cybersecurity 
policies and procedures

Breach infected 100,000 
individuals, including 
thousands of the firm’s 
clients. 

SEC determined that R. T. 
Jones violated the “safeguards 
rule” failing to ensure the 
security and confidentiality of 
PII unauthorized access.

R.T. Jones

Impacts
$ Reputational risk
$ SEC fine
$ Fix vulnerabilities
$ Notify impacted
$ Identity monitoring 
service



“…one data breach can bring down an IA 
(investment advisor)…” says John Reed 
Stark 

FINRA Executive Vice President Daniel 
Sibears shared that brokers report an 
array of challenges, including operational 
risks such as system failure, insider 
threats and hackers conducting phishing 
or denial-of-service attacks.

FINRA conducts sweeps to gather threat 
information facing brokers and 
contemplates new guidance to help firms 
address vulnerabilities.



Merck suffered a network cyber-
attack that disrupted its 
worldwide operations. 

Recovery is still ongoing. 

Impacted sales and delays in 
fulfilling product orders

Full resumption of affected 
operations will take time and the 
Company will incur expenditures 
related to remediation efforts.

They have insurance coverage for 
cyber-attacks. 

Nightmare
- June 2017 -



Pharmacies are more susceptible to cyberattacks.

Crippling costs: 
Warren said the size of a cyber loss 
can cripple a pharmacy, or even put 

it out of business. 
“With cyber liability, some of the 

costs people think about is notifying 
the affected parties and doing credit 

monitoring, but there’s also legal 
costs, regulatory fines, data loss and 

business interruption”

Death by Penalties: 
“The liability part of it is that the pharmacy can be held 
responsible for damage or even perceived damage to 

the parties whose data has been compromised,” Warren 
said. “When they impose these penalties, they look at 
what the company did before the event to prevent it.”



• Mid-Michigan Physicians Imaging (106,000 patients)
• Plastic Surgery Associates of South Dakota
• Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield of Indiana
• Women’s Health Care Group of Pennsylvania (300,000 

patients)
• Peachtree Neurological Clinic (176,000 patients)
• New Jersey Diamond Institute for Fertility and 

Menopause (14,644 patients)

LA’s Hollywood Presbyterian, Marin Medical Practices, 
Pacific Alliance among the many hospitals compromised by 
ransomware in 2016/2017 

• Harrisburg Gastroenterology (93,000 patients)
• Airway Oxygen (500,00 clients)
• Aesthetic Dentistry and OC Gastrocare (180,000 

patients)
• ABCD Pediatrics (55,447 patients)
• Metropolitan Urology Group
• Denton Heart Group

Zombie Apocalypse

Victims Everywhere



Central Ohio Urology Group suffered a 
data breach infecting 300,000 people

Hacker group posted links to the hacked 
data and screenshots of a stolen 
database -- complete with names, 
addresses, phone numbers and other 
private information -- to a Twitter 
account.

Response

They notified affected patients, suppliers and 
others whose data might have fallen into the 
hands of hackers. 

They provided free resources to those affected, 
such as identity protection and credit 
monitoring.

They hired security experts, built a new 
protection system and contacted law 
enforcement since the breach, according to 
statements. 

Local and federal law-enforcement agencies 
continue to investigate the breach.

Nightmare
- August 2017 -



At Dark Cubed (D3), 
we focus on simplicity, 
innovative design, and 
practical security that 
protects without the need for 
highly trained experts and 
millions of dollars.

We are here to

help protect what 

matters most.

We are committed to continuously seeking 
out affordable, innovative advancements 
into cyber security so companies of all sizes 
can finally protect what matters most. 



 Real-time Threat Scoring

 Network Monitoring

 Patent-pending Threat 

Intelligence

 Auto-blocking

 Executive Reporting

 Predictive Analytics

 Quick Installation

 Log Management

Enterprise-Grade Security for Any Size Business.

What We Do



Dashboard Identifies Risks
Stylish, yet simple design enables you to see 

abnormal activity on the network and request 

updated Threat Score from D3 community.

Threat Intelligence Quantifies Risk
A vast library of threat feeds and community-

driven intelligence provide a wealth of threat 

analytics to derive Threat Scores.
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Threat Scoring Engine Scores Risk
Patent-pending, analytics-based algorithms 

produce a single number indicating risk and 

confidence per each Threat Score request.  

Appliance Monitors Traffic
Deploys in as little as 15 minutes as a 

combination of a hardware appliance 

connected to a cloud-based virtual machine, 

How We Do It

Over 25 

Billion  

scored!



Live Oak Values You

As a specialty banker focused on your success, Live 
Oak sees value in providing education and information 
on solutions that protect its customers.

Live Oak uses the Dark Cubed solution to protect its 
network and its customers’ information.

The combination of a robust internet threat protection 
solution delivered in a highly automated form bears 
serious consideration.

“It is great to work with Dark Cubed. The product is really easy to install and 

use. Our team loves the user interface, and the ability to push blocking rules 

to our firewall with one click.” - Neil Underwood, President of Live Oak 

Bank



Key Benefits for Your Business

Auto Threat Detection

A critical layer of additional 
protection not supplied by 

your firewall

Auto Block Feature

Inline appliance allows us to 
automatically block high-risk 

threats

Alerts & Notifications

Real-time Information on 
potential threats and 

automated actions taken

Reporting

Summary and audit level detail 
for your assurance and as 

evidence of your due diligence

Peace of Mind

Cyber insurance policy provides 
additional protection

Modest Price

Comprehensive solution 
provides you with maximum 

protection with minimal effort on 
your part



Installation, training and support

Pricing

Starts at $500 per month and is dependent upon size of 

business, number of locations and amount of cyber 

security insurance coverage.  Detailed pricing for your 

business will be confirmed prior to start of free trial.

Dark Cubed-supplied appliance Cyber security insurance

 Auto blocking feature

 Threat notification feature

 Executive reporting feature

 Pre-installation checkpoint

 Onsite installation 

 Active monitoring

 Covers breaches

 Varying coverage and 

deductible amounts

What You Receive



Next Steps

Identify thought leaders in key industries 

Sign up now for free 30-day trial

Conduct 15-minute pre-installation checkpoint 

Schedule onsite installation and configuration

Active monitoring during trial period

Weekly call to review results and address questions

End of trial final report 



Thank You!



SUPPLEMENTARY INFO



The Problem with Cyber 

Security Today

Products are built for the 
largest, most sophisticated 
companies

Today’s products assume 
that the buyer has budget, 
and talented resources

Medium and small businesses 

are overwhelmed by choice, 

complexity and cost

Most companies are unable to 

afford, install or operate the 

products available today



Small Business Threat is Real

Over 55% of SMBs have had a cyber attack within the last 12 months. 

The impact of damage or theft averaged over $875k, and the impact to operations was 
over $950k.  

Current technologies do not detect and block many cyber attacks. Most exploits have 
evaded traditional intrusion detection systems and antivirus solutions.

Web and intranet servers are 
considered the most 
vulnerable endpoints.

Cloud usage and mobile 
devices that access 
business-critical applications 
and IT infrastructure 
will increase and threaten 
companies.

Source – 2016 Ponemon Institute study

Root Causes of Attacks

https://signup.keepersecurity.com/state-of-smb-cybersecurity-report/


Small Businesses are Targeted

Small businesses have become, in the eyes of many hackers, more 
attractive targets than larger enterprise, for these reasons:

Small business owners pay ransoms

Small businesses have valuable data

Small businesses provide hackers access into larger enterprises

Small businesses can provide 
hackers access into many 
other small businesses

Small businesses often lack 
adequate cyber-defenses

It is easier to get away with 
hacking a small business 
than a large enterprise.

Source – Inc 500 - Small Businesses Beware

Types of Attacks

https://www.inc.com/joseph-steinberg/small-businesses-beware-half-of-all-cyber-attacks-target-you.html


Small Business Data is Valuable

Customer information (name, address, phone number, family 
members, date of birth, emergency contact information, etc.)

Business/customer financial information (credit cards, debit cards, 
bank accounts, tax records)

Proprietary business information

Inventory and supplier
information

Employee information

Medical and/or HIPAA 
information

Most Valuable Information



Small Business Impact is Real

One commonly cited statistic states that 60 percent of small 

businesses go under within six months after a cyberattack!

Reputational risk is real.  Who wants to do business with a 

company that has been hacked?

Resources to investigate, recover, remediate and defend are 

expensive, time-consuming and distracting.

So, how do you have a secure online presence at a 

moderate price without requiring incremental resources?



Market Fit
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Dashboard

Threat Level 
compared to your 
sector and the D3 
Community

Threat horizon 
(Hour, Day, Week, 
Month, year)

Threat Composition

Threats by 
Geography (drill 
into Threat 
Inspection)



Threat Inspection



Sample Email Notification



Sample Executive Report



Sample Audit Report


